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Even before they began talking in films, cocktails were part of the story, such as when 

Charlie Chaplin appears to make a Whiskey and Soda in The Adventurer in 1917. And 

cocktails have been part of the talkies since 1934 when William Powell and Myrna Loy drank 

Knickerbockers and Martinis in The Thin Man. William Powell instructs the bartender how 

to make drinks, “The important thing is the rhythm. Always have rhythm in your shaking. 

Now a Manhattan you always shake to fox-trot time, a Bronx to two-step time, a dry martini 

you always shake to waltz time.” 

Cocktails have continued to play a role in movies over the years, from lead roles, such as the 

martini in James Bond or the White Russian in the Big Lebowski to more supporting roles, 

such as the Champagne cocktail in Casablanca. We visited the oldest bar in Los Angeles, 

Cole’s (1908), home of the original French Dip, where Bar Manager D. Max Maxey crafted 

eight classic cocktails that have been featured in movies, along with a few tips.

Old Fashioned 
SUGAR CUBE, BITTERS, WHISKEY

Now, Voyager (1942),  
Father of the Bride (1950)

One of America’s oldest cocktails, dating 

back to 1806, an Old Fashioned is the 

definition of what a cocktail is – spirit, 

sugar, water, bitters. “I love the history of 

the drink. It’s a drink that evolves over time. 

Take your time. Sip and Enjoy.”

Champagne Cocktail 
SUGAR CUBE, BITTERS, CHAMPAGNE, LEMON TWIST

Casablanca (1942), An Affair to Remember 
(1957) and The Godfather Part II (1974)

The Champagne Cocktail, dating back 

to the Civil War, is a simple mixture of 

champagne and a sugar cube soaked 

in angostura bitters. The bitters add a 

savory warmth to the average glass of 

Champagne. “A great dr ink before a 

meal, this simple cocktail makes me feel 

sophisticated when I drink it.”
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Whiskey Sour 
BOURBON, SIMPLE SYRUP, LEMON JUICE,  
EGG WHITES

Seven Year Itch (1955)

For years, the Whiskey Sour was made 

with a pre-bought sour mix which made 

this classic cocktail overly sweet and tangy. 

But, a classic Whiskey Sour dates back to 

1870 and is a refreshing and tangy drink. 

“It is a light, easy drink with a great mouth-

feel. It is not sweet or candied but has a 

merengue-like quality.”

Manhattan 
RYE, SWEET VERMOUTH, BITTERS

Some Like It Hot (1959),  
The Producers (1968)

The whiskey-based Manhattan, named 

for one of New York City’s five boroughs, 

is an extremely versatile cocktail that can 

be modified different ways. “This is a super 

simple cocktail made with three ingredients 

that deserves to be sipped and respected.”

Martini 
GIN, VERMOUTH

Down Argentina Way (1940), The Philadelphia Story (1940), The Lady Eve (1941), Sabrina 
(1954), The Seven Year Itch (1955), Sayonara (1957), Auntie Mame (1958), Come September 
(1961), Cecil B. Demented (2000) and of course, James Bond (who drink martinis with vodka)

The oldest martini recipe was two parts 

sweet vermouth to one part gin. It then 

changed to one part sweet vermouth  

to two parts gin. Then dry vermouth was 

introduced and the classic martini today  

is two parts gin to one part dry vermouth. 

And, despite what James Bond said, it 

should always be stirred. “You can really 

taste the spirit in this clean, crisp cocktail 

and adding a lemon twist is perfect.” 

Did you know? A Martini Shot is 

a Hollywood term that describes the final 

shot set-up of the day because “the next 

shot is out of a glass”, referring to a post-

wrap drink. (Dave Knox, Strike the Baby and 

Kill the Blonde)
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Tom Collins 
GIN, LEMON JUICE, SIMPLE SYRUP, CLUB SODA

Father of the Bride (1950),  
Meet the Parents (2000)

The story of Tom Collins began in 1874 as 

a practical joke when people on the East 

Coast would start a conversation asking, 

“Have you seen Tom Collins?” When the 

listener would answer that they didn’t 

know him, the speaker would say that 

Tom was around the corner in a bar and 

many times the listener would go looking 

for him. “This is a very simple, refreshing 

cocktail that can be enjoyed anytime, but 

especially in the summer.”

White Russian 
VODKA, COFFEE LIQUEUR, HOMEMADE CREAM

The Big Lebowski (1998)

The signature drink of the Dude, White 

Russians are typically thought of as overly 

sweet drinks. But, at Cole’s the White 

Russian is rich, thick and creamy. “This is 

the perfect dessert cocktail. If you are going 

to have one anywhere, have it at Cole’s.”

Cole’s, home of the original French Dip, opened in 1908 on 6th Street between 

Main and Los Angeles Streets, at the end of the Red Car Line. Located downstairs in what 

used to be a stable for the horses from the horse-drawn streetcars, Cole’s occupies the 

bottom floor of the ten-story Pacific Electric Building, the city’s tallest skyscraper in the 

early 1900s. When people would get off the Red Car trolley, they would head downstairs 

and enter Cole’s for a quick beer.      !      During Prohibition (1918-1933), Cole’s remained 

open because it was a restaurant. And, bartender Jimmy Barela, who tended bar there for 

sixty-five years, would serve bitters (at 3 cents a shot) as they were considered medicinal.      

!      After ninety-nine years of continuous business, Cedd Moses bought Cole’s in 2007 

and shut it down to remodel. They reopened in December 2008, retaining many of the 

original elements. Today Cole’s continues to serve their famous french dip sandwiches 

with an atomic pickle, along with some of the best cocktails in the city.  And, tucked in the 

back of Cole’s is The Varnish, voted Best American Cocktail Bar at the Tales of the Cocktail 

Spirited Awards in 2012.  

- Written by Allison Levine


